Coordination
- **MSNA 2024**: as multi-sectoral need assessment couldn’t be conducted, shelter sector adopted an alternative methodology to inform 2024 MSNA. The process started with 1) aligning 2023 PiN and Severity to the ‘Shelter Severity Classification’ approach introduced by GSC, 2) integrating SERNA outcomes and EQ intensity scale in the outcomes, 3) applying ‘Delphi Methodology’ to validate the data through surveying the views of identified expert panels.
- **HRP 2023**: consultations between ISC and Government is led by OCHA and MoFAE, SNFI sector went through consultations with the line Ministry (MoLAE) on SNFI chapters in both HRP and EQ annex, the final draft was shared with both OCHA and MoLAE.

Resource Mobilization
- **SHF 1st Standard Allocation**: 30 MUSD is allocated to mitigate winter conditions in underserved areas encompassing a multisectoral approach to early recovery/resilience in areas of high need, the allocation is designed to address emergency winterization response with 10 MUSD, while 20 MUSD is allocated for long-term multi-sector projects. This allocation strategy was completely designed by the ISC group, sector coordinators identified the sub-objects, the activities, methodologies for targeting and prioritization, and approaches for multi-sectoral interventions.
- **Echo HIP Consultation**: SNFI sector at WoS level along with the remaining sectors participated in ECHO’s consultations to inform ECHO 2024 strategy. Shelter sector focused on sustainable assistance, best technical practices, incorporating cash modality, and capacity building. The sector highlighted the major gaps such as instability, localized emergencies, and shortage of power.
- **Mapping of Capacity Building**: The sector mapped out the key capacity building topics that partners believe are necessary to enhance shelter response. The key topics are categorized under three main areas: coordination, technical guidelines, and IM & Reporting. The outcomes of the survey will inform planning capacity building sessions.

Preparedness & Response
- **Deir Az-zour Emergency**: ISC -based on the most likely potential scenario- identified the potential humanitarian consequences especially the potential displacement resulting from the hostilities in Deir-ez-Zor: estimated 200,000 people will be affected with over 61,000 being displaced. SNFI sector together with remaining sectors developed the responding contingency plans. Shelter sector focused on preparedness and appropriate response, the sector works with sub-national WG to identify the suitable activities for each shelter/settlement type, looked at the prepositioned stocks of tents and shelter kits, available funds and needed resources.
- **Cash for Rent**: Shelter sector and Aleppo EQ-Operation Room are developing the process and timeline for evacuating 9 collective shelters in Aleppo Governorate in parallel with providing cash for rent enabling the evacuated families to rent houses as mid-term shelter solution.

GAPS / CHALLENGES
- Limited access to the EQ damage assessment carried out by GoS affects the shelter response planning.
- Significant economic decline coupled with price fluctuation has resulted in a decreasing scope and/or target of shelter projects.
- Diminishing coping capacities of both IDPs and host communities as well as limited financial resources of government and sector partners are leading to an increase in shelter needs.
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226,050
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Individuals reached vs target:

- HRP Target: 202,599
- Target: 226,050
- Over Reached: 23,451

Individuals reached per population type:

- IDP: 58,155 (27.5%)
- Host Community: 127,513 (60.2%)
- Palestine Refugees: 845 (0.4%)
- Returnees: 25,137 (11.9%)

Project implementation status:

- 1. Planned: 28 (14.2%)
- 2. Tendering: 5 (2.5%)
- 3. Ongoing: 39 (19.8%)
- 4. Completed: 73 (37.1%)
- 5. Canceled: 52 (26.4%)

Individuals Reached by Sector Objective:

- 151,791

Individuals reached per Activity:

- Rehabilitation of community infrastructure: 143,550
- Implementation of site level improvements/infrastructure: 49,602
- Installation of new/ replacement of existing tents: 21,796
- Rehabilitation of damaged or unfinished housing: 8,241
- Distribution/installation of emergency shelter kits/ materials: 2,617
- Rehabilitation of collective centres: 244
- Capacity building of partner staff to undertake shelter activities in accordance with sector strategies:
  - United Nations High Comm...: 201,367
  - Secours Islamique France (SIF): 15,035
  - ZOA (ZOA): 2,487
  - Premie... Urgence Intern... (PUT): 1,641
  - Danish Refugee Council (DRC): 1,194
  - Adven... and Relief...: 1,034
  - Child Care Society (CCS): 889
  - ONG Rescate (RESC): 875
  - United Nations Relief and W... (UNRWA): 845
  - Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC): 244
  - Social Care Society in Has...: 215
  - Syrian Arab Ortho... Patriar... of Anti...: 130
  - Greek Ortho... of Anti...: 115
Syria HCT Response Area - Earthquake Response
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170,970
Individuals reached

9
Implementing partner

Individuals Reached By Sector Objective

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector Objective</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support sectors, authorities and partners with equipment and capacity to...</td>
<td>7,009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide life-sustaining shelter support to people whose houses have bee...</td>
<td>6,773</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individuals reached per Activity

- Support structural assessments: 137,040
- Mobilizing items & equipment to support debris removal and relief activities: 20,148
- Undertaking minor repairs to damaged housing: 7,009
- Adaptation of collective centres for temporary occupancy: 6,673
- Provision of emergency tents/temporary shelters: 100

Individuals reached per Organization

- Secours Islamique France (SIF): 126,518
- Premiere Urgence Internationale (PUI): 32,768
- Danish Refugee Council (DRC): 4,175
- Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch and...: 3,564
- Adventist Development and Relief Agency (ADRA): 2,757
- Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC): 888
- ZOA (ZOA): 250
- Syrian Arab Red Crescent (SARC): 50